Step One  
To login to your KWL Digital Account 
goto the following link [click here]  
Or https://dps.cam.org.au/portal/

Step Two  
Sign in with your credentials  
eg. student@email.com / password

Step Three  
You’re now logged in.  
Select VIEW OUR WEBVIEWER (PCs & MACs)

▼ NEXT PAGE: Using the Webviewer
Webviewer

The webviewer displays our folios in 4:3 aspect ratio; it also scales to any screen size for use on smaller devices.

Click the covers of the folios to access. Only the folios you are entitled to will open.

Navigation

You can control the Webviewer with your keyboard, touch or just clicking with your mouse.

Left to Right will take you through the chapters.

Up and Down will take you through the pages of each chapter.

And you can quickly navigate by pressing ‘T’ or the icon in the top left hand corner. This will open the contents allowing you to jump around the chapters.